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Ascot Park Kindergarten continues to operate as a Category 1 stand alone Centre maintaining a capacity of 30 children.
Our building is situated adjacent to Marion Road and the local bus stops at the front of the building. Our grounds are well
shaded with mature trees and a variety of levels and surfaces for active play.
Our enrolments come from the surrounding suburbs of Park Holme, Ascot Park, Morphettville, Edwardstown and Clovelly
Park. In 2016 we had many cultures represented with 73.3% born in Australia and 26.7% from overseas.
There are many languages represented, as many children born in Australia often begin their kindergarten journey with little
or no English. At the start of 2016 there were 16 different languages represented.
Our children are from many varied family situations with single parents, unemployed, double income families, students and
part-time workers.
Our staffing remained at 0.5 Director, 0.5 teacher and 0.5 Early Childhood Worker plus the Universal Access component.
We were able to continue with the same staff team who had worked together in 2015 enabling consistency and an
opportunity to continue to deepen our learning together.
The Bilingual program continued throughout the year with Arabic, Indonesian, Vietnamese and Mandarin language
support for children who had little or no English.
We were fortunate to be able to retain our excellent Early Childhood Support Worker who was able to support our Wave 3
children with individualised programs.
We also continued working with our very organised Finance Officer who provided extra administration support as needed.
Dorothy is a regular volunteer at our site who has supported our vegetable growing and the cooking of healthy food with
our children throughout the year. She has developed warm reciprocal relationships with the children and they are always
eager to greet her as she visits.
One regular excursion each week enjoyed by the children and supported by Ascot Park Primary school is the Gym
program which has changed in it's approach in 2016 to be more like a Kindergym with playful themes to encourage
participation and movement.
Ascot Park Kindergarten continues to work with our local schools and preschools through the Marion Inland Partnership.
Regular meetings, review of data and shared training and development enables an informed and collaborative approach
to support all of the learners in our partnership.

An Annual General Meeting was held during Harmony Week and achievements from 2015 reviewed and future directions
for 2016 discussed. Although office persons were not elected at the meeting, there was agreement for three of those
attending, as well as two apologies, showing interest to join the Governing Council.
At the April meeting, a new Chairperson was elected and there were seven members, including two staff members.
Meetings were regular and parents supported each other with some bilingual translation.
The Governing Council was able to help with gaining quotes for the purchase of new technology, a camera and television
to enhance the children's learning. They also encouraged the purchase of a display system for information for all families:
Parenting SA leaflets are now more readily available. They helped with the preparation of individual library bags for
children's book borrowing and one member converted wooden pallets for the children to plant succulents.
There were discussions on numeracy learning and comparisons made with their own learning, as children, in different
countries. Parents were pleased to have information from the Great Start Website.
Parents were keen for the children to have an excursion during the year and this resulted in a very successful trip to
Cleland Wildlife Park near the end of the year.
The program and educational issues were regularly discussed
During the latter part of the year, it became very difficult to arrange meetings with members overseas for extended times,
heavy work commitments and illness.
This is an area of review and improvement for 2017 with the question 'How do we maintain a committed, enthusiastic
parent body?' Some initial thoughts have been to use technology as a means of supporting meetings when difficulties
arise. We need some creative processes to attract and maintain our parent group.

QA 1 Educational program and practice
1.2 Educators and co-ordinators are focussed, active and reflective in designing and delivering the program for each child.
2016 continued our learning with the literacy and numeracy indicators and in particular intellectual demand.
Knowledge and understandings were developed through many training sessions with Lisa Jane O'Connel, Marte Meo,
information from Ann Baker and project based inquiry with children.
We concentrated on the learning dispositions,deepening children's strengths and developing areas in consultation with
families. Children's data and staff perceptions were reviewed twice during the year. Improvement was noted in educators
growth mindset and leading children's learning through active engagement rather than educators 'telling'.
Our learning resulted in numeracy tools being readily available for the children, increased literature with a numeracy focus
and sense of wonder eg, "How big is a Million?"
Educators increased mathematical language in their interactions with the children and engaged in reflection together to
highlight learning. We were able to share our numeracy approaches, learner dispositions and transition implications when
discussing transition with our Ascot Park Primary colleague. Together we developed a shared transition policy.
QA 4 Staff Arrangements
4.2 Educators, co-ordinators and staff members work collaboratively and affirm, challenge, support and learn from each
other to further develop their skills to improve practice and relationships.
We deepened our communication understandings, practice and programs through connection with
our speech pathologist and a targetted approach using Yakka Tracker.
"How do we engage with children and set up the environment to enrich and foster communication?"
We examined community and learner data and identified those that were at risk in their learning and then engaged with
Jessica Shea (our speech pathologist)who led training in 'Relationships for building quality conversations'. This training
enabled staff reflection and built understanding of quality through listening and waiting for children's responses and
following their lead, using open questions to encourage talk and then taking turns with the child. This process enables the
gradual building of confidence and language.
Training, as above, dovetailed nicely with the Marte Meo training that we had during the year with Italia Parletta. All of our
educators engaged in this training including our bilingual and support staff.
We reflected on our environment: areas where quality conversations took place. Results helped us to be mindful of how
the environment was set up to ensure quality engagement with children.
Staff are now aware of quality conversations and are mindful that they engage with all children to continue to build their
learning.
Boardmaker pictures as a communication tool were checked and sorted and there are plans to ensure we build on these
over time.
The use of technology was highlighted as an area to develop and over the year we engaged with Neil Tregenza to support
our technology knowledge infrastructure. The staff readily engaged with Pic collage as a tool to document children's
learning and this has added value to photos for the children's learning portfolios.
Rochelle, our ECC has visited to add further provocation of possibilities that we could connect with in 2017, such as DVD's
of children learning that could be developed and shared with our families.
We have built on our natural resources throughout the year and our initiative to develop a concept plan for the Outdoor
environment will be further investigated in 2017.

Although starting with 27 children, our site capacity of 30 children was reached by March and this stayed reasonably
consistent throughout the year. As with recent years, we had some children we could not enrol when we were at capacity
and these children were directed to nearby preschools who were able to accommodate them. We had some children who
started school midyear and we were able to enrol new children who had shifted into our area. Similarly, as children moved
house with their parents, we were able to immediately fill their positions with new children. Thus, we operated consistently
with 30 children.
During 2016, Ascot Park, Mitchell Park and Oaklands Estate kindergartens met with our Early Childhood consultants to
review boundaries for enrolments into our respective Centres. This enabled us to develop and agree on individual
catchment areas for enrolling children. This supported our 1st offer of letters for enrolment in 2017.

Our Attendance figures have not reached the state average this year with Term 2 being just 2% behind. Term 3 has
dropped as we had a pupil free day during the reference period. We have found a trend of some children having extended
holidays overseas, 3 children leaving the Centre to move house without informing us and we were not initially able to
contact them, 4 childrenwho were unable to attend for long periods due to parent work commitments or unusual family
circumstances. The extremes of weather that we experienced throughout the year also affected our attendances as
parents preferred not to bring children during very hot, windy or rainy weather.
Our practices have remained consistent with regular phone contact with the families where we are able, inquiring after
children's welfare and also informing parents of the kindergarten program to encourage attendance. Very often children
will return quickly after our phone contact. Attendance Data in newsletters will be a plan for 2017.

The above data is not a true indication of the schools that children attend, however, the trends with Ascot Park Primary
School, as our main feeder, followed by Clovelly Park is a reflection of what does occur. We began discussions with
parents about their preferred school at interview in Term 2 and many were not ready to commit at that stage. However,
we found that in third term and fourth term, we were following up with many to make a decision or encouraging them to
visit their preferred school and complete the enrolment process. On several occasions, we helped the parent to complete
the enrolment form with Bilingual Support.

Of the 30 surveys distributed to parents, 6 were returned. This is a very small response and would not be considered
reliable data.. Of the 6 responses there was one person who recorded the 'Disagree' for some statements and also wrote
in Support of Learning, "learn them how to write litters and words." Many of our parents come from different schooling
backgrounds overseas and so it is up to us to elaborate effectively the play-based approach to children's learning. It is
important to recognise that we may not always reach parents through our communication channels and need to continually
improve our interactions with our parents.
All other comments ranged between 'Neutral' and 'Strongly Agree'. In 2015, with a similar small sample, all comments fell
in the 'Agree', 'Strongly Agree' areas.
In the area of Quality of Teaching and Learning, survey responses showed very positively that teachers made learning
interesting and enjoyable and really wanted to help the children learn. Two responses were neutral about our preschool
having an excellent learning environment.
In Support of Learning, two parents were neutral about information being available about other support agencies in the
community. There was strong support for teachers treating children fairly.
Overall Relationships and Communication scored highly with staff listening to parent's conversations about their child's
development and treating children from all backgrounds fairly. Two parents questioned receiving helpful information about
their child's progress.
All of the survey responses strongly agreed that the preschool was well organised during 2016. 2 responses were low in
the preschool seeking parent opinions about the programs and giving them the opportunity to be involved.
This encourages us to be more mindful of seeking parent opinions and support more regularly.

We continue to follow a secure process to ensure compliance for Criminal History Screening. We have a Criminal History
folder that stores certificates, teacher's registration, Ancillary letters and DCSI clearances and list all dates for renewal. As
adults enter the kindergarten, they are requested to supply the DCSI approved documentation and cannot commence
working until that has been checked and copies filed. Teachers need to provide their teachers registration and ECW's,
their DCSI approval. Visitors from Health have shown their photo ID and this has been authenticated by the Director.
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Our funding was directed mainly towards Training and Development. Educators attended numerous
training days with Lisa Jane O'Connor.
All educators attended our Partnership Early Years Day with Lisa Jane.
Teachers attended a session Moving Beyond Activities which highlighted different approaches to
project work with children and provided rich discussion with staff from many early childhood settings.
Resources purchased included numeracy "tools" for children's areas, dictionaries, children's stories
and educator reference books.

Educators comment about her training with
the Indicators 'It really unpacked the terms,
understandings and language around them'
Numeracy is more visible in the
environment.

We arranged an introduction session in Marte Meo Training for our partnership preschools who had
not had previous training. We were able to include all of our support staff in this training.
Our educator team atttended the OT training session with Develop OT Supporting students in
Education Settings. There was an opportunity to engage with reception teachers at this training.
We had Yakka tracker training sessions with our Speech Pathologist and our own reflections through
staff meetings.

All staff could use Marte Meo approaches
with children, deepening relationships and
increasing communication.
There are improved strategies to support
learning.

Our Bilingual support funding was used totally for direct contact with children to improve
communication and access to the learning program. We also funded some of that time.
All of our bilingual staff joined in with our staff training using Marte Meo.
Some bilingual staff were able to join in with a review of our strategies for Communication using the
Yakka Tracker program.

NES children could demonstrate learning
through their own language initially and
then build upon English.
Pathways to IELC for new arrivals ensure
learning deepens.

